§ Multi-level Cache Architectures (MCA) have become increasingly popular for mitigating the disparity between memory and processors trading-off power consumption. § With leakage power set to dominate power consumption in the near future, a reduction in LLC power and area can increase the number of components which can be activated through the Dark-Silicon solution. § This poster presents LLC power consumption techniques.
Introduction

Summary of Table
• The end of Dennard scaling has shifted the focus of performance enhancement in technology to power budgeting techniques, specifically in the nano-meter domain because, leakage power depletes the total chip budget.
• Therefore, to meet the power budget, the number of resources per die could be limited. With this emerging factor, power consumption of on-chip components is detrimental to the future of transistor scaling. Fortunately, earlier research has identified the Last Level Cache (LLC) as one of the major power consuming element. Consequently, there have been several efforts towards reducing power consumption in LLCs. This posters presents a survey of recent contribution towards reducing power consumption in the LLC.
References
• Conduct a survey o recent contributions towards reducing the power consumption in LLCs • Introduce the techniques and highlight the pros and cons of each technique.
• SRAM consumes a significant amount of power and due to its write energy, using STT-RAM as a standalone technology in LLC makes it difficult to implement. § One of the most effective ways to reduce power consumption in on-chip caches is by monitoring cache blocks. Along these lines, two different approaches can be implemented (bypass predictions and dead blocks). § Dead Blocks: Majority of cache blocks in the LLCs are never reference thus , useless dead blocks dominate the LLC. Removing these dead blocks can reduce the power. § For an LLC architecture which incorporates STT-RAM technology, bypassing writes to its bank could reduce the high write energy. § Another widely used technique to reduce power is to shutdown parts of the cache which are idle. § However, shutting down idle parts of the cache affects performance. Particularly, when there is a sudden overshoot in the workloads.
• Particularly, when there is a sudden overshoot in the workloads. Therefore, power-gating techniques should consider performance degradation when resizing the cache (cache banks and ways are powered-off)
Our findings demonstrate that, integrating caches with STT-RAM and SRAM provides an effective solution to the leakage power consumption dominating modern technology. By creating a hybrid memory, STT-RAM banks can be used for read-intensive data while SRAM is used for write-intensive workloads. In addition to this, LLC power consumption can also be reduced by data compression schemes, eliminating dead blocks, and resizing cache size. 
• Hybrid memories have been proposed to exploit the low leakage power of STT-RAM and high performance of SRAM.
• In such an architecture, SRAM is used for writeintensive workloads while the STT-RAM is used for read-intensive workloads. § The most efficient way of saving power in LLCs is hybrid architectures because the power savings of leakage power is very high. § Power consumption is however reduced at the expense of a slight degrade in performance. § Power consumption is however reduced at the expense of a slight degrade in performance. 
